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IntroductionThis paper, in which all rings are commutative and noetherian, is devoted to the studyof the local structure of ring homomorphisms.Given a ring homomorphism ' : R �! S, various numerical invariants have been at-tached in [8], [5], [6], to its localizations 'q : Rq\R �! Sq at prime ideals q of S. Some ofthese numbers, like dimension, depth, or type, express quantitative characteristics of ';others, like Cohen{Macaulay defect, or complete intersection defect, capture its qualita-tive aspects. An upshot of the work in [4{8] is the realization that when fd'q is �nite {that is, the R{module Sq has �nite at dimension { at all q, then the properties of thehomomorphism ' control the transfer of local properties between the rings R and S.This point of view has put on common ground many phenomena perceived earlier asdi�erent, and treated accordingly. The new perspective has also led to the determinationof large classes of ring homomorphisms, like the Gorenstein or Cohen{Macaulay ones, withL.L.A. was partially supported by National Science Foundation Grant No. DMS-9102951.H.B.F. was partially supported by the Danish Natural Science Research Council and the ResearchAcademy of Denmark. Typeset by AMS-TEX1



2 RING HOMOMORPHISMS AND FINITE GORENSTEIN DIMENSIONremarkable stability properties. Even in the classical framework of at homomorphisms,our approach has produced new results, like the solutions in [5] and [6] of a series of open\localization" problems, going back to Grothendieck, for Cohen{Macaulay properties.In the present paper we expand the scope of our study of homomorphisms by weakeningthe homological assumption on the maps. Namely, we replace the condition on the atdimension of the R{modules Sq by one on the �niteness of their Gorenstein dimension,or G-dimension. This concept was initially de�ned for �nite (that is, �nitely generated)modules by Auslander [1]. It is a �ner invariant than the classical projective dimension:they are equal when the latter is �nite, but the Gorenstein dimension may be �nite withoutthe projective one being so. In fact, over a Gorenstein ring of �nite Krull dimension all�nite modules have �nite G-dimension, a result which is doubtless responsible for the nameof this homological dimension.As we want to impose { at least locally { a �niteness condition on the G-dimension of theR{module S, it is crucial to have an operational notion for not necessarily �nite R{modules.While a concept of G-dimension is introduced in that generality in [2], its properties arenot su�ciently developed for the purpose at hand. Therefore, we take a di�erent approach,based on a relative version of the Cohen Structure Theorem for complete local rings.It is proved in [8] that for each local homomorphism R �! S, the induced map fromR to the completion bS of S has a Cohen factorization R �! R0 �! bS into a local atextension with regular closed �ber, followed by a surjective homomorphism. We say ' has�nite G-dimension, and write G-dim' < 1, if the R0{module bS has �nite G-dimension.This calls for a proof that the concept is independent of the choice of the factorization.The argument is given in Section 4, where some of the more immediate consequences ofthe �niteness of G-dim' are also established.In Section 5 we describe our main tool for the study of local homomorphisms of �niteG-dimension: the dualizing complex for a local homomorphism '. When G-dim' is �nitewe present a roster of properties of that complex, closely paralleling those of dualizingcomplexes for local rings. Thus, ' has a dualizing complex when S is complete, or whenboth R and S have such complexes; dualizing complexes are unique up to isomorphismand translation in the derived category D(S) of S{modules; they localize when R hasGorenstein formal �bers; etc. The proofs of those results are presented in Section 6.In [4] we de�ned a local homomorphism ' : (R;m) �! (S; n) to be Gorenstein at n if fd'is �nite and the Bass numbers of both rings essentially coincide: �i+depthRR = �i+depth SS forall i 2 Z. Weakening the homological condition to �nite G-dimension, we obtain a largerclass of local homomorphisms, which we call quasi-Gorenstein at n. By using a normalizeddualizing complex for such a ', we de�ne a formal Laurent series with non-negative integercoe�cients I'(t) , the Bass series of ', and establish a product formulaIS(t) = IR(t) I'(t)where IR(t) =Pi2Z�iRti is the usual Bass series of R. In the case of �nite at dimension,such a formula is established in [9], with a very di�erent de�nition of I'(t) . Our presentapproach provides a better hold on the Bass series of a homomorphism, and allows us to



L. L. AVRAMOV AND H.{B. FOXBY 3prove it has no \gaps," solving a problem raised in [4]. This result has the practical conse-quence, that now (quasi-)Gorenstein homomorphisms can be de�ned by the correspondinghomological condition, plus an equality �i+depthRR = �i+depth SS for a single integer i > 0.The preceding results are proved in Section 7, where we also characterize quasi-Goren-stein homomorphisms without reference to G-dimension. They are shown to be preciselythe local homomorphisms which base change dualizing complexes properly: ifD is dualizingfor R, then the derived tensor product D
LRS is dualizing for S. In Section 8 we study ho-momorphisms of noetherian rings all of whose localizations are quasi-Gorenstein, and provethat this class enjoys essentially all the stability properties of Gorenstein homomorphisms,established in [4] and [6].On a couple of occasions in this Introduction we have mentioned concepts de�ned interms of derived categories of modules. In the body of the paper derived categories provideboth the language and the proof techniques for most results, so in Section 1 we �x someterminology and notation. In Section 2, for the reader's and our own convenience, webriey recall a few standard properties of dualizing complexes for local rings.In Section 3 we prove that when R is local with dualizing complex D, the endofunctorsD 
LR � and RHomR(D;�) of D(R) establish an equivalence of the full subcategoriesF(R) and I(R) of D(R), consisting of complexes isomorphic to bounded complexes of atand injective modules, respectively. This is a vast generalization of a theorem of Sharp[19] on the equivalence of the categories of �nite modules of �nite projective and �niteinjective dimension over a Cohen{Macaulay local ring with dualizing module. For ourpurposes, even the generalized form of such an equivalence is insu�cient, so we extend itfurther to full subcategories A(R) and B(R) of D(R). The categoryA(R), which containsboth F(R) and the full subcategory of �nite R{modules of �nite G-dimension, provides aparticularly exible environment for the study of homomorphisms of �nite G-dimension.1. Homological algebra(1.1) Complexes. A complex M of R{modules, or R{complex , is a sequence of R{linearhomomorphisms f@n : Mn �! Mn�1gn2Z such that @n@n+1 = 0 for all n. (We only usesubscripts and all di�erentials have degree �1.) The in�mum, supremum, and amplitudeof M are de�ned by infM = inffn 2 Z j Hn(M) 6= 0g, supM = supfn 2 Z j Hn(M) 6= 0g,and ampM = supM � infM . For s 2 Z we denote by �sM the complex with (�sM)n =Mn�s and @�sMn = (�1)s@Mn�s. If N is an R{module then we also denote by N the complexof R{modules with Nn = 0 for n 6= 0 and N0 = N .If N is an R{complex, then a morphism � : M �! N is a sequence of R{linear homo-morphisms �n : Mn �! Nn, such that @Nn �n = �n�1@Mn for n 2 Z. A quasi-isomorphism isa morphism � such that Hn(�) is an isomorphism for all n; we indicate quasi-isomorphismsby ', while �= is our notation for isomorphisms of complexes (and thereby of modules).(1.2) Derived functors. The derived category of the category of R{modules, cf. [22] or[16], is denoted by D(R). Isomorphisms in D(R) are labeled with ' (since a morphismof complexes is a quasi-isomorphism if and only if its image in D(R) is an isomorphism,no notational confusion arises). We use � to denote isomorphisms up to translation; inparticular, Hi(M) = 0 for i 6= n, precisely when M � Hn(M).



4 RING HOMOMORPHISMS AND FINITE GORENSTEIN DIMENSIONWe writeDf(R) for the full subcategory of D(R) consisting of complexesM with Hn(M)a �nite R{module for each n 2 Z. Also, D+(R), D{(R), Db(R), D0(R), denote the fullsubcategories de�ned by Hn(M) = 0 for, respectively, n� 0, n� 0, jnj � 0, n 6= 0. Fora subcategory S(R) � D(R) we set Sf(R) = S\Df(R), etc. Obvious equivalences identifyD0(R) with the category of R{modules, and Df0(R) with that of �nite R{modules.The left derived functor of the tensor product functor of R{complexes is denoted by� 
LR �, and the right derived functor of the homomorphism functor of R{complexes isdenoted by RHomR(�;�) (no boundedness conditions are imposed on the arguments, dueto the existence of appropriate resolutions, cf. [10], [21]). Thus, for arbitrary M;N 2D(R) there are complexes M 
LR N and RHomR(M;N) which are de�ned uniquely up toisomorphism in D(R), and possess the expected functorial properties. As usual, we setTorRn (M;N) = Hn(M 
LR N) and ExtnR(M;N) = H�n(RHomR(M;N))for n 2 Z. These are the classical notions when M and N are modules.When ' : R �! S is a ring homomorphism,M is an R{complex, and N is an S{complex,standard spectral sequence arguments, cf. e.g. [3; (4.7.I.Proof)], yield:(1.2.1) If M 2 Df+(R) and N 2 Df+(S), then M 
LR N 2 Df+(S).(1.2.2) If M 2 Df+(R) and N 2 Df{(S), then RHomR(M;N) 2 Df{(S).The following result is useful in locating quasi-isomorphisms.(1.2.3) Lemma. Let D 2 Dfb(R) have H(Dp) 6= 0 for all p 2 SpecR, and let M 2 Db(R).(a) If D 2 Df0(R), then inf(D 
LRM) = infM and supRHomR(D;M) = supM .(b) If � : M �! N is a morphism in Db(R), such that D
LR � or RHomR(D;�) is anisomorphism, then � is an isomorphism.Proof. By [14; (2.2), (2.1.1)] there are inequalitiessupM � supD � supRHomR(D;M) � supM � inf D :Let ER(A) be the injective envelope of an R{module A, and set I =Qm2Max(R) ER(R=m).The module I is injective, with HomR(B; I) 6= 0 for each non-zero R{module B, sowe have an isomorphism H(HomR(M; I)) �= HomR(H(M); I), with equalities supM =� inf HomR(M; I) and infM = � supHomR(M; I). The isomorphism HomR(D
LRM; I) �=RHomR(D;HomR(M; I)) now translates the inequalities above intoinfM + inf D � inf(D 
LRM) � infM + supD :The two sets of inequalities immediately imply (a).A standard mapping cone argument reduces (b) to the claim thatM is exact if D
LRMor RHomR(D;M) is. In the �rst case, 1 � infM by the last inequality. In the secondcase, supM � �1 by the �rst inequality. Either result means that M is exact. �



L. L. AVRAMOV AND H.{B. FOXBY 5(1.3) Homological dimensions. In D(R) we consider the full subcategories F(R), I(R), andP(R), consisting of complexes isomorphic to bounded complexes of { respectively { at,injective, or projective modules. We note that Pf(R) = Ff(R), cf. [3; (2.10.F)], and thatP (R) = F (R) and P0(R) = F0(R) when dimR < 1, cf. [15; (21.17)]. Furthermore,F0(R), I0(R), and P0(R) are equivalent { respectively { to the (full) subcategories ofmodules of �nite at, injective, or projective dimension.If M 2 Db(R), F 2 F(R), I; I 0 2 I(R), and P 2 P(R), then(a) M 
LR F 2 Db(R) ; (b) RHomR(M; I) 2 Db(R) ; (c) RHomR(P;M) 2 Db(R) ;(d) I 
LR F 2 I(R) ; (e) RHomR(I; I 0) 2 F(R) .(1.4) Canonical morphisms. Several canonical morphisms in D(R0) are associated with ahomomorphism of rings R �! R0, complexes K;M 2 D(R), and K 0;M 0; N 0 2 D(R0).Without comment we use the associativity and adjointness isomorphisms(K 
LRM 0)
LR0 N 0 ' K 
LR (M 0 
LR0 N 0) ;RHomR0(K 
LRM 0; N 0) ' RHomR(K;RHomR0(M 0; N 0)) ;and their special cases (K 
LR R0)
LR0 N 0 ' K 
LR N 0 ;RHomR0(K 
LR R0; N 0) ' RHomR(K;N 0) :They easily yield an isomorphism(1.4.1) RHomR0(K 0 
LRM;N 0) ' RHomR0(K 0;RHomR(M;N 0)) :Although the evaluation morphisms!KM 0N 0 : RHomR(K;M 0)
LR0 N 0 �! RHomR(K;M 0 
LR0 N 0) ;�KM 0N 0 : K 
LR RHomR0(M 0; N 0) �! RHomR0(RHomR(K;M 0); N 0) ;are not always isomorphisms, by [3; (4.4)] the following hold for K 2 Df+(R):(1.4.2) !KM 0N 0 is an isomorphism when M 0 2 D{(R0), and N 0 2 F(R0) or K 2 P(R).(1.4.3) �KM 0N 0 is an isomorphism when M 0 2 Db(R0), and N 0 2 I(R0) or K 2 P(R).We also systematically use the biduality morphism�MK : M �! RHomR(RHomR(M;K); K)and the homothety morphism �M : R �! RHomR(M;M) :



6 RING HOMOMORPHISMS AND FINITE GORENSTEIN DIMENSION(1.5) Numerical and formal invariants. Let R be a local ring with residue �eld k.If M 2 Df+(R), then the Betti number �Ri (M) = rankk TorRi (M;k) is �nite for all i andvanishes for i � 0 by (1.2.1). Thus, PRM (t) = Pi2Z�Ri (M)ti is a formal Laurent series,known as the Poincar�e series of M . By Nakayama, the order of PRM (t) is equal to infM .Similarly, when M 2 Df{(R) the Bass number �iR(M) = rankk ExtiR(k;M) is �nite forall i and vanishes for i� 0 by (1.2.2). The formal Laurent series IMR (t) =Pi2Z�iR(M)tiis known as the Bass series of M . We set �iR = �iR(R) and IR(t) = IRR(t) .The formal invariants of M determine membership in P(M) or I(M), cf. e.g. [3; (5.5)]:(1.5.1)M 2 Df+(R) is in P(M) if and only if PRM (t) is a Laurent polynomial. Furthermore,M � R if and only if PRM (t) = td for some d 2 Z.(1.5.2) M 2 Df{(R) is in I(M) if and only if IMR (t) is a Laurent polynomial.A homomorphism ' : R �! S is said to be local if the ring S is local, and the closed �berk 
R S of ' is nontrivial. The next result generalizes [15; (11.21), (13.19)].(1.5.3) Lemma. Let ' : R �! S be a local homomorphism ' : R �! S.(a) If M 2 Df+(R), N 2 Df+(S) and L =M 
LR N , thenPSL(t) = PRM (t) PSN (t) :(b) If M 2 Df+(R), N 2 Df{(S) and L = RHomR(M;N), thenILS(t) = PRM (t) INS (t) :Proof. Let ` denote the residue �eld of S. A �rst sequence of isomorphisms(M 
LR N)
LS ` 'M 
LR (N 
LS `) ' (M 
LR k)
k (N 
LS `)and the K�unneth formula yield TorS� (M 
LRN; `) �= TorR� (M;k)
kTorS� (N; `), which gives(a). Formula (1.4.1) starts a second sequence of isomorphismsRHomS(`;RHomR(M;N)) ' RHomS(`
LRM;N)' RHomS((M 
LR k)
k `;N)' Homk(M 
LR k;RHomS(`;N))' Homk(M 
LR k; k)
k RHomS(`;N) ;hence Ext�S(`;RHomR(M;N)) �= Homk(TorR� (M;k); k)
kExt�S(`;N), producing (b). �



L. L. AVRAMOV AND H.{B. FOXBY 72. Dualizing complexesIn this section (R;m; k) is a local ring with maximal ideal m and residue �eld k = R=m.The Cohen{Macaulay defect of R is the positive integer cmdR = dimR�depthR. The�rst positive Bass number �iR appears at i = depthR; known as the type of R, it is denotedtypeR. We write �RM for the minimal number of generators of a �nite R{module M .De�nition. An R{complex D is said to be dualizing for R if the homothety morphism�D : R! RHomR(D;D) is an isomorphism, and D 2 If(R).We record some important properties of dualizing complexes [16], cf. also [17] and [15],with a dual purpose in mind. On the one hand, they appear in several proofs. On theother, they presage properties of the relative dualizing complexes of Section 5.(2.1) Example. A ring R is Gorenstein if and only if the R{moduleR is a dualizing complex,cf. [16; (V.10.1)], [15; (15.5)].(2.2) Completion. A complexD 2 D(R) is dualizing for R if and only ifD
R bR is dualizingfor bR, cf. [16; (V.3.5)], [15; (22.28)].(2.3) Existence. A homomorphic image of a Gorenstein ring has a dualizing complex.In particular, each complete ring has a dualizing complex, cf. [16; (V.10.4)], [15; (17.16)].(2.4) Uniqueness. If D;D0 2 D(R) are dualizing complexes for R, then D � D0, cf. [16;(V.3.1)], [15; (15.14)].(2.5) Size. If D is a dualizing complex for R, then ampD = cmdR and �R Hi(D) = typeRfor i = infD, cf. [15; (15.18), (15.23.a)].We say a dualizing complex D for R is normalized if inf D = depthR (this conventiondi�ers from the one in [4; p. 1031]); by (2.4) such a complex is unique up to isomorphism.(2.6) Formal invariants. A complex D 2 Dfb(R) is dualizing for R if and only if IDR (t) = tdfor some d 2 Z, cf. [16; (V.3.4)], [15; (15.14)].When D is normalized, IDR (t) = 1 and PRD(t) = IR(t) , cf. [15; (15.18.b), (15.23.a)].(2.7) Biduality. If D 2 D(R) is dualizing for R, then the biduality morphism�MD : M �! RHomR(RHomR(M;D); D)is an isomorphism for each M 2 Df+(R), cf. [16; (V.2.1)], [15; (15.10)].(2.8) Localization. If D is a dualizing complex for R, then for each p 2 SpecR the complexDp 2 D(Rp) is dualizing for Rp, cf. [16; (V.8.1)], [15; (15.17)].Recall that the �ber of a homomorphism of rings ' : R �! S at a prime ideal p in R isthe ring k(p) 
R S, where k(p) = Rp=pRp is the residue �eld of the local ring Rp. The�bers of the m-adic completion map R �! bR are called the formal �bers of R.(2.9) Formal �bers. A ring with a dualizing complex has Gorenstein formal �bers, cf. [16;(V.10.1)], [15; (22.26)].



8 RING HOMOMORPHISMS AND FINITE GORENSTEIN DIMENSIONThe next property appears undocumented; in view of (5.1.a), it is a special case of (5.10).(2.10) Closed �ber. If ' : R �! S is a at local homomorphism, R is Gorenstein, and E isa dualizing complex for S, then the complex k 
LR E is dualizing for k 
R S.A homomorphism ' : R �! S has �nite at dimension, denoted fd' <1, if S admitsa �nite resolution by at R{modules. A local homomorphism ' is Gorenstein, cf. [4], ormore precisely, Gorenstein at n, if fd' < 1 and �i+depthRR = �i+depth SS for i 2 Z. By[4; (4.2)], cf. also (8.3) below, a at homomorphism is Gorenstein if and only if the ringS=mS is Gorenstein. The relevance of this notion in the present context comes from thenext result, proved in [4; (5.1)].(2.11) Base change. Let ' : R �! S be a local homomorphism. The following conditionson D 2 Df{(R) are equivalent.(i) D is dualizing for R, and ' is Gorenstein at n.(ii) D 
LR S is dualizing for S, and ' has �nite at dimension.(2.12) Finite ascent. Let ' : R ! S be a �nite homomorphism of local rings. If D is adualizing complex for R then RHomR(S;D) is one for S, cf. [16; (V.10.2)], [15; (15.31)].3. Dualizing equivalencesIn this section R denotes a local ring with dualizing complex D.We exhibit an equivalence of the categories F(R) and I(R), which is provided by therestriction of endofunctors of the entire derived category D(R). The existence of such anequivalence leads to natural extensions of both subcategories considered above.(3.1) Auslander categories. Let A(R) denote the full subcategory of Db(R), consisting ofthose complexes M for which D 
LRM 2 Db(R) and the canonical morphismM : M �! RHomR(D;D 
LRM) ;induced by m 7! (d 7! (�1)jmjjdjd
m), is an isomorphism.Similarly, let B(R) denote the full subcategory of Db(R), consisting of those complexesM for which RHomR(D;M) 2 Db(R) and the canonical morphism�M : D 
LR RHomR(D;M) �!M ;induced by d
 � 7! (�1)jdjj�j�(d), is an isomorphism.(3.2) Theorem. If D is a dualizing complex for R, then there is a commutative diagramD(R) D
LR���������! ���������RHomR(D;�) D(R)Sj SjA(R) ���������! ��������� B(R)Sj SjF(R) ���������! ��������� I(R)



L. L. AVRAMOV AND H.{B. FOXBY 9in which the vertical inclusions are full embeddings, and the unlabeled horizontal arrowsare quasi-inverse equivalences of categories.Furthermore, for C;E 2 Db(R) the following hold:(a) D 
LR C 2 B(R) implies C 2 A(R) ; (b) RHomR(D;E) 2 A(R) implies E 2 B(R) ;(f) D 
LR C 2 I(R) implies C 2 F(R) ; (i) RHomR(D;E) 2 F(R) implies E 2 I(R) :Remark. If R is Gorenstein, then it is clear that A(R) = B(R) = Db(R), and (3.2)contains the well known fact that then also F(R) = I(R).Proof. If C 2 F(R), then D 
LR C 2 Db(R) by (1.3.a), and !DDC is a isomorphism by(1.4.2). The commutative diagramC C�����! RHomR(D;D 
LR C)??y' 'x??!DDCR
LR C '�����!�D
LRC RHomR(D;D)
LR Cshows that C is an isomorphism. Similarly, if E 2 I(R), then RHomR(D;E) 2 Db(R)by (1.3.b), and �DDE is an isomorphism by (1.4.3), and from the commutative diagramD 
LR RHomR(D;E) �E����������! E�DDE??y' 'x??RHomR(RHomR(D;D); E) '����������!RHomR(�D;E) RHomR(R;E)we see that �E is an isomorphism. We have established the embeddings of categories.For the remainder of the proof, C and E denote complexes in Db(R).Set F = D 
LR C, and consider the morphisms �F : D 
LR RHomR(D;F ) �! F andC : C �! RHomR(D;F ). The induced morphismF = D 
LR C D
LRC�����! D 
LR RHomR(D;F )satis�es �F (D 
LR C) = 1F , hence we see that(�) �F is an isomorphism if and only if D 
LR C is one.Starting with C 2 A(R), the de�nition of A(R) shows that C, F , and RHomR(D;F )are in Db(R), and that D 
LR C is an isomorphism. Thus, �F is an isomorphism, henceF 2 B(R). We have shown that D 
LR � restricts to a functor A(R) �! B(R).Set B = RHomR(D;E), and consider the morphisms B : B �! RHomR(D;D 
LR B)and �E : D 
LR B �! E. The induced morphismRHomR(D;D 
LR B) RHomR(D;�E)���������! RHomR(D;E) = B



10 RING HOMOMORPHISMS AND FINITE GORENSTEIN DIMENSIONsatis�es RHomR(D; �E) B = 1B, hence(��) B is an isomorphism if and only if RHomR(D; �E) is one.Arguing as above, we see that E 2 B(R) implies B 2 A(R), so that RHomR(D;�)restrict to a functor B(R) �! A(R). The fact that those functors between A(R) and B(R)are quasi-inverse equivalences is built in the de�nitions of these categories.If C 2 F(R), then D
LR C 2 I(R) by (1.3.d); if E 2 I(R), then RHomR(D;E) 2 F(R)by (1.3.e). Thus, D
LR� and RHomR(D;�) restrict to functors between F(R) and I(R).They are quasi-inverse because this is true for their extensions to A(R) and B(R).It remains to establish the last four assertions.If F = D
LRC is in B(R), then the complexes F and RHomR(D;F ) are homologicallybounded, and �F is an isomorphism, hence by (�) so is D 
LR C . As D satis�es theassumption of (1.2.3.b), cf. (2.8), we conclude that C is an isomorphism, hence C is inA(R). This proves (a). The argument for (b) is similar, using (��).If D 
LR C is in I(R), then C 2 A(R) in view of the commutative diagram and (a).This yields C ' RHomR(D;D 
LR C) 2 F(R), as desired. The proof of (i) is similar. �(3.3) Lemma. The following conditions are equivalent.(i) The ring R is Cohen{Macaulay.(ii) amp(D 
LRM) = ampM for all M 2 A(R).(iii) ampRHomR(D;M) = ampM for all M 2 B(R).(iv) ampD = 0.Proof. (i) () (iv) is clear (and contained in (2.5)).(ii) =) (iv): set M = R.(iii) =) (iv): set M = D.(iv) =) (ii). For M 2 A(R) we havesupM = supRHomR(D;D 
LRM) = sup(D 
LRM)with second equality coming from (1.2.3.a), which also provides infM = inf(D 
LRM).(iv) =) (iii) is similar. �When R is Cohen{Macaulay, the single non-zero homology module of a dualizing com-plex D, de�ned uniquely up to isomorphism, is known as the canonical module of R.(3.4) Proposition. Let R be a Cohen{Macaulay ring with canonical module D.An R{module M is in A0(R) if and only if TorRi (D;M) = 0 = ExtiR(D;D 
R M) fori > 0, and the canonical map M �! Hom(D;D 
RM) is bijective.An R{module M is in B0(R) if and only if ExtiR(D;M) = 0 = TorRi (D;HomR(D;M))for i > 0, and the canonical map D 
R HomR(D;M) �!M is bijective.Proof. We prove the �rst assertion, and leave the second one to the reader.Note that the morphism � : RHomR(D;D 
R M) �! HomR(D;D 
R M) is an iso-morphism if and only if ExtiR(D;D 
R M) = 0 for i > 0 and that the morphism



L. L. AVRAMOV AND H.{B. FOXBY 11� : D 
LRM �! D 
RM is an isomorphism if and only if TorRi (D;M) = 0 for i > 0. Fur-thermore, H(�)H(RHomR(D; �))H(M ) is the canonical map 0 : M �! Hom(D;D
RM).AssumeM 2 A0(R), so that M is an isomorphism. By (3.3) the Tor's vanish, hence � isan isomorphism. Thus, RHomR(D; �)M : M �! RHomR(D;D
RM) is an isomorphism.It follows that the Ext's vanish, implying � is an isomorphism, hence 0 is bijective.Conversely, the vanishing of Ext's implies that � is an isomorphism. The vanishingof Tor's implies that D 
LR M is bounded, and that � is an isomorphism. Now from thebijectivity of 0 we get that of H(M ) is an isomorphism, hence so is M . �(3.5) Remark. It follows from the �rst part of the proposition and [11; (2.4), (3.3), (3.4)]that a module M over a Cohen{Macaulay ring R is in A0(R) if and only if there existsan exact sequence 0 �! Gn �! � � � �! G0 �! M �! 0, such that each module Gi isGorenstein at in the sense of Enochs et al. Similarly, the second part of the propositionand [11; (2.5)] imply that M is in B(R) if and only if it there exists an exact sequence0 �!M �! J0 �! � � � �! Jn �! 0, such that each Ji is Gorenstein injective.Combining (3.2) and (3.4), we obtain the following(3.6) Corollary. When R is Cohen{Macaulay with canonical module D there are commu-tative diagrams of categories of R{modulesD0(R) D
R���������! ��������HomR(D;�) D0(R)Sj SjA0(R) ���������! ��������� B0(R) andSj SjF0(R) ���������! ��������� I0(R)
Df0(R) D
R���������! ��������HomR(D;�) Df0(R)Sj SjAf0(R) ���������! ��������� Bf0(R)Sj SjFf0(R) ���������! ��������� If0(R)in which the vertical inclusions are full embeddings, and the unlabeled horizontal arrowsare quasi-inverse equivalences of categories. �Remark. In view of (3.4), the corollary can be obtained as a direct consequence of [13;(1.4), (2.1)]. Furthermore, loc. cit . establishes an analog of the last part of (3.2).The equivalence above between Ff0(R) and If0(R) is due to Sharp, [19; (2.9)].Finally, we record some stability properties of A(R).(3.7) Proposition. Let ' : R �! S be a local homomorphism and let N 2 D(S).(a) N 2 A(R) if and only if N 
S bS 2 A( bR).(b) If ' is Gorenstein, then N 2 A(R) if and only N 2 A(S).(c) If S �! S0 is a local at extension, then N 2 A(R) if and only if N 
S S0 2 A(R).(d) If q 2 SpecS and p = q \ R, then N 2 A(R) implies Nq 2 A(Rp).Proof. When ' is Gorenstein, E = D 
LR S is a dualizing complex for S by (2.11), hence(b) results from the canonical isomorphismsD 
LR N ' E 
LS N ; RHomR(D;D 
LR N) ' RHomS(E;E 
LS N) :



12 RING HOMOMORPHISMS AND FINITE GORENSTEIN DIMENSION(c) follows by faithful atness from the canonical isomorphismsH(D 
LR N)
S S0 �= H(D 
LR N 
S S0) ;RHomR(D;D 
LR N)
S S0 ' RHomR(D;D 
LR N 
S S0) :By (c), N is in A(R) if and only if N 
S bS is in A(R), and by (b) the last condition isequivalent to N 
S bS being in A( bR). This establishes (a).As Dp is a dualizing complex for Rp by (2.8), the canonical isomorphismsDp 
LRpNq ' (D 
LR N)q ;RHomRp(Dp; Dp 
LRpNq) ' RHomR(D;D 
LR N)qyield (d). �4. Gorenstein dimensionIn this section R denotes a local ring.The dimension discussed below is introduced for modules by Auslander [1], [2].(4.1) Gorenstein dimension. A �nite R{module M has G-dimension 0 if ExtiR(M;R) =0 = ExtiR(HomR(M;R); R) for i > 0, and the canonical mapM �! HomR(HomR(M;R); R)is bijective. It is of G-dimension at most n if there exists an exact sequence0 �! Gn �! Gn�1 �! : : : �! G1 �! G0 �!M �! 0in which Gj has G-dimension 0 for 0 � j � n; in this case we write G-dimRM � n.For each �nite R{module M the following hold:(4.1.1) G-dimRM � pdRM , with equality if pdRM <1, cf. [2; (3.14)].(4.1.2) If G-dimRM <1, then G-dimRM = depthR� depthRM , cf. [2; (4.13.b)].(4.1.3) If G-dimRM <1, then G-dimRM = � infRHomR(M;R), cf. [2; (4.13.a)].(4.1.4) If R �! S is a at local homomorphism, then G-dimS(M 
R S) = G-dimRM .(4.1.5) G-dimRpMp � G-dimRM for each p 2 SpecR, cf. [2; (4.15)].(4.1.6) R is Gorenstein if and only if G-dimRM <1 for all �nite M , cf. [2; (4.20)].A result of Foxby, cf. [24; (2.7)], provides a connection with Auslander categories:(4.1.7) If R has a dualizing complex, then G-dimRM <1 if and only if M 2 A(R).(4.2) Factorizations. A factorization of a local homomorphism ' : (R;m) �! (S; n) is acommutative triangle of local homomorphismsR0_'% & '0R �!' S :



L. L. AVRAMOV AND H.{B. FOXBY 13with _' at and '0 surjective. A factorization is said to be regular , respectively, Gorenstein,if the local ring R0=mR0 has the corresponding property. It is clear that(4.2.1) ' has a regular factorization if is essentially of �nite type.A Cohen factorization is a regular factorization with a complete local ring R0. It oftenexists, by a relative form [8; (1.1)] of Cohen's Structure Theorem for complete local rings:(4.2.2) For each local homomorphism ', the composition �' : R ! bS of ' and the n-adiccompletion map S �! bS has a Cohen factorization.By [7; (2.7)] or [8; (3.3)], Cohen and regular factorizations reect the �niteness of fd':(4.2.3) If fd' is �nite, then pdR0 bS is �nite in each regular factorization R �! R0 ! bS of�'; conversely, if pdR0 bS is �nite in some Cohen factorization of �', then fd' is �nite.The next theorem establishes a corresponding result for G-dimension.(4.3) Theorem. For a local homomorphism ' : R �! S the following are equivalent.(i) G-dimR0 bS is �nite for some Cohen factorization R �! R0 ! bS of �'.(ii) G-dimR0 bS is �nite for some Gorenstein factorization R �! R0 ! bS of �'.(iii) G-dimR0 bS is �nite for each Gorenstein factorization R �! R0 ! bS of �'.(iv) bS belongs to A( bR).When ' has a Gorenstein factorization R �! R00 �! S, they are also equivalent to(ii') G-dimR00 S is �nite.When R has a dualizing complex, they are also equivalent to(iv') S belongs to A(R).Proof. The implications (iii) =) (i) =) (ii) are clear.By (4.1.4), conditions (ii) and (iii) do not change if we replace R �! R0 �! bS with theGorenstein factorization R �! cR0 �! bS. Once this is done, we see from (3.7.b) that (iv)is equivalent to the condition bS 2 A(cR0). By (4.1.7) this inclusion is equivalent to the�niteness of G-dimR0 bS. It follows that (ii) =) (iv) =) (iii).If R �! R00 �! S is a Gorenstein factorization of ', then R �! cR00 �! bS is one of �',hence (ii) () (ii') by (4.1.4).If R has a dualizing complex, then (iv) () (iv') by (3.7.a). �De�nition. A local homomorphism ' : R �! S which satis�es the equivalent conditions ofthe theorem is said to have �nite Gorenstein dimension, denoted G-dim' <1.Some basic properties of such homomorphisms follow easily from (4.1) and (4.3).(4.4.1) Gorenstein source. If R is Gorenstein, then so is the ring R0 in any Cohen factor-ization of �', hence by (4.1.6) each local homomorphism ' : R �! S has G-dim' <1.(4.4.2) Finite at dimension. If fd' <1, then G-dim' <1 by (4.2.3) and (4.1.1).(4.4.3) Completion. G-dim' <1 if and only if G-dim �' <1, if and only if G-dim b' <1.



14 RING HOMOMORPHISMS AND FINITE GORENSTEIN DIMENSION(4.4.4) Finite homomorphism. When ' is �nite, G-dim' <1 if and only if G-dimR S <1.Indeed, by (4.1.7) the condition bS 2 A( bR) is equivalent to the �niteness of G-dim bR bS. By(4.1.4) the latter is tantamount to the �niteness of G-dimR S.The property of ' to have �nite at dimension localizes: If fd' < 1, then for eachprime ideal q in S the induced local homomorphism 'q : Rq\R �! Sq satis�es fd'q < 1.For the Gorenstein dimension we have the following partial results.(4.5) Proposition. If ' : R �! S is a local homomorphism with G-dim' < 1, thenG-dim'q <1 for each q 2 SpecS under each one of the following conditions:(1) ' is essentially of �nite type; or(2) R has Gorenstein formal �bers.Proof. Fix q, and set p = q \ R.Under condition (1), ' has a regular factorization R �! R0 �! S in which R0 is thelocalization of a ring of polynomials over R, at a prime ideal lying above m. If p0 =q \ R0, then the sequence Rp �! R0p0 �! Sq is a regular factorization of 'q, and we haveG-dimR0p0 Sq � G-dimR0 S by (4.1.5). Thus, G-dim'q is �nite by (4.3).By the same result, we see that under condition (2) it su�ces to show that bS 2 A( bR)implies (Sq)b 2 A((Rp)b). Choose a prime ideal q� lying over q and set p� = q� \ bR.By (3.7.d) and (3.7.a) we have (bSq�)b 2 A(( bRp�)b). By hypothesis, the at local ho-momorphism Rp �! bRp� has a Gorenstein closed �ber, and hence so does its completion(Rp)b�! ( bRp�)b. Thus, from (3.7.b) we see that (bSq�)b 2 A((Rp)b). The desired assertionnow follows from (3.7.c), due to the identi�cation of (bSq�)b with (Sq)b
(Sq )̂ (bSq�)b. �Next we look at the behavior of Auslander categories under descent.(4.6) Proposition. Let R be a local ring with a dualizing complex, and let ' : R �! S bea local homomorphism.(a) If G-dim' is �nite then F(S) � A(R) and I(S) � B(R).(b) If fd' is �nite then F(S) � F(R) and I(S) � I(R).Proof. Let D 2 If(R) be dualizing for R.Consider �rst a complex M 2 F(S). When fd' is �nite, the canonical isomorphism�
LRM ' (�
LR S)
LS M and (1.3.a) yield M 2 F(R).When G-dim' is �nite, by (4.3) we have S 2 A(R). On the one hand, this implies thatD
LRS 2 Db(S), hence !D(D
LRS)M is an isomorphism by (1.4.2), and that amp(D
LRM) =amp((D
LRS)
LSM) is �nite. On the other hand, it implies S : S �! RHomR(D;D
LRS)is an isomorphism, hence S 
LRM is one. Now the commutative diagramS 
LS M =M M��������! RHomR(D;D 
LRM)S
LRM??y' '??yRHomR(D;D 
LR S)
LS M '��������!!D(D
LRS)M RHomR(D; (D 
LR S)
LS M)



L. L. AVRAMOV AND H.{B. FOXBY 15shows that M is an isomorphism. We have proved that M is in A(R).The proofs for a complex M 2 I(S) are similar, using (1.3.b) and (1.4.3). �(4.7) Proposition. Let  : Q �! R and ' : R �! S be local homomorphisms, with fd'�nite. If G-dim <1, then G-dim' <1. The converse holds when ' is at.Proof. In view of (4.4.3) the assumption on G-dim is invariant under completion; thaton fd' has the same property, cf. e.g. [8; (3.3)]. Thus, we may assume Q has a dualiz-ing complex. The previous proposition then shows that S 2 F(R) � A(Q), and henceG-dim' is �nite by (4.3). The converse follows from (3.7.c), in view of of (4.3). �(4.8) Remark. We do not know whether the composition of local homomorphisms of �niteG-dimension has the same property. The construction of [6; (4.4)] shows that this isequivalent to the validity of the following property of G-dimension: If Q �! R �! Sare surjective homomorphisms of local rings, such that G-dimQR and G-dimR S are both�nite, then G-dimQ S is �nite.Extending this to �nite modules, we raise theQuestion. Let Q �! R be a �nite homomorphism of local rings, and let M be a �niteR{module. If G-dimQR and G-dimRM , are �nite, is then G-dimQM �nite?The argument for (4.7) easily generalizes to yield a positive answer when pdRN is �nite,and another case is established in (7.11), but the general case appears to be open.5. Relative dualizing complexes: PropertiesIn this section ' : (R;m) �! (S; n) denotes a local homomorphism.WhenM is a �nite R{module, we write codimRM for the height of its annihilator ideal,and gradeRM for the maximal length of an R{regular sequence contained in this ideal.The dimension, depth, Cohen{Macaulay defect , and type of ' are de�ned from a Cohenfactorization R �! R0 �! bS of �', cf. (4.2), as follows:dim' = dimR0 � dimR� codimR0 bS ;depth' = depthS � depthR ;cmd' = dim'� depth' ;type' = �R bS�ExtdR0(bS;R0)� for d = depthR0 � depthS :It is proved in [8; (2.1)] that the right hand side of the �rst (and hence, the third) formula isindependent of the factorization; the corresponding result for the last formula is establishedin [6; (7.1)]. Unlike the prototype invariants for rings, the dimension, depth, or Cohen{Macaulay defect of a homomorphism may be negative, and its type may be zero.De�nition. An S{complex C is dualizing for ' if the homothety �C : S ! RHomS(C;C) isan isomorphism, C 2 Dfb(S), and D0
LbR (C
S bS) 2 I(bS) for a dualizing complex D0 for bR.By applying (a) below to the local structure homomorphism Z(p) �! S, where p =charS=n, one sees that the properties which follow specialize to the correspondingly num-bered in Section 2 properties of absolute dualizing complexes:



16 RING HOMOMORPHISMS AND FINITE GORENSTEIN DIMENSION(5.1) Examples. (a) If R is Gorenstein, then C 2 D(S) is dualizing for ' if and only ifit is dualizing for S: this follows from (2.1).(b) The identity homomorphism 1R has a dualizing complex, namely R.(c) If � : R �! R� is the completion map for the adic topology de�ned by a proper ideala in R, then R� is a dualizing complex for �: as b� = 1 bR, this follows from (b) and (5.2).(5.2) Completion. Let C be an S{complex.(a) C is dualizing for ' if and only if C 
S bS 2 D(bS) is dualizing for �' and/or b'.(b) If R has a dualizing complex D, then C is dualizing for ' if and only if �C is anisomorphism, C 2 Dfb(S), and D 
LR C 2 I(S).Proof. (a) By faithful atness, �C is an isomorphism if and only if �C
S bS is one, andC 2 Dfb(S) if and only if C 
S bS 2 Dfb(bS).(b) By (2.2) D0 = D 
R bR is dualizing or bR. Since D0 
LbR (C 
S bS) ' (D 
LR C)
S bSas bS{complexes, D0 
LbR (C 
S bS) 2 I(bS) if and only if D 
LR C 2 I(S) by [3; (5.5.I)]. �The proofs of the following theorems are collected at the end of Section 6.Hypothesis for Theorems (5.3) through (5.9): G-dim' is �nite.(5.3) Existence. If both R and S have dualizing complexes, or if ' has a Gorensteinfactorization, then ' has a dualizing complex.In particular, each homomorphism to a complete ring has a dualizing complex.Dualizing complexes are actually constructed in (6.1.b), (6.5), and (6.7) below.(5.4) Uniqueness. If C;C 0 2 D(S) are dualizing for ', then C � C 0.(5.5) Size. Let C be a dualizing complex for '.If R �! R0 �! bS is a Gorenstein factorization for �', thenampC = cmd'+ codimR0 bS � gradeR0 bS � cmd'with equality if fd' <1 or if R is Cohen{Macaulay; in the latter case, ampC = cmdS.For i = inf C there are equalities �S Hi(C) = type' = typeStypeR :We do not know if cmd' � 0 when G-dim' is �nite, unless fd' <1, cf. [8; (3.6)].We say a dualizing complex C for ' is normalized if inf C = depthS�depthR; by (5.4)such a complex is unique up to isomorphism. (When R is Gorenstein, C is also dualizingfor S by (5.1.a), but as such is not normalized unless R is artinian.)(5.6) Formal invariants. If C is a normalized dualizing complex for ', thenPSC(t) = IS(t)IR(t) and ICS (t) =IR(t) :



L. L. AVRAMOV AND H.{B. FOXBY 17(5.7) Biduality. If C 2 D(S) is dualizing for ', then the biduality morphism �NC : N �!RHomS(RHomS(N;C); C) is an isomorphism for each N 2 Dfb(S) with N 
S bS 2 A( bR).If R has a dualizing complex, then �NC is an isomorphism for N 2 Dfb(S) \A(R).Relative dualizing complexes do not always localize nicely. Indeed, Ferrand and Ray-naud [12; (4.2.i)] have constructed a one-dimensional local domain R, such that bR has aminimal prime q with bRq non-Gorenstein. From (5.1.c) we see that C = bR is a dualizingcomplex for � : R ! bR. On the other hand, as R(0) is a �eld and the ring Rq is notGorenstein, (5.1.a) shows that Cq = bRq is not a dualizing complex for �q : R(0) �! bRq.Thus, the failure of the formal �bers of R to be Gorenstein is an obstruction for thedualizing complex of ' to localize properly. The following result proves it is the only one.(5.8) Localization. If C 2 D(S) is a dualizing complex for ', then for each q 2 SpecSthe complex Cq 2 D(Sq) is dualizing for 'q, under any one of the following conditions:(1) ' is essentially of �nite type; or(2) R has Gorenstein formal �bers.(5.9) Formal �bers. If R has Gorenstein formal �bers and ' has a dualizing complex,then S has Gorenstein formal �bers.(5.10) Closed �ber. If ' is at and C 2 D(S) is a (normalized) dualizing complex for', then the complex k 
LR C is (normalized) dualizing for k 
R S.Theorems (5.11) through (5.13) involve a second local homomorphism,  : Q �! R.(5.11) Base change. When G-dim <1 and A 2 Dfb(R) the following are equivalent.(i) A is dualizing for  , and ' is Gorenstein at n.(ii) A
LR S is dualizing for ' , and ' has �nite at dimension.(5.12) Finite ascent. If G-dim < 1, G-dim' < 1, the homomorphism ' is �nite,and the complex A 2 D(R) is dualizing for  , then RHomR(S;A) is dualizing for ' .(5.13) Composition. If G-dim < 1, fd' < 1, A 2 D(R) is dualizing for  , andC 2 D(S) is dualizing for ', then A
LR C 2 D(S) is dualizing for ' .6. Relative dualizing complexes: ProofsIn this section ' : (R;m) �! (S; n) denotes a local homomorphism.The following result is pivotal for most of the arguments to follow.(6.1) Theorem. Assume G-dim' <1 and D is a (normalized) dualizing complex for R.(a) C 2 D(S) is (normalized) dualizing for ' if and only if D 
LR C is (normalized)dualizing for S.(b) E 2 D(S) is dualizing for S if and only if RHomR(D;E) is dualizing for '.We precede its proof by



18 RING HOMOMORPHISMS AND FINITE GORENSTEIN DIMENSION(6.2) Lemma. Assume that R has a dualizing complex, and let C and E be S{complexes.When G-dim' <1, respectively, fd' <1, the following hold.(a) If C is dualizing for ', then C 2 A(R), respectively, C 2 F(R).(b) If E is dualizing for S, then E 2 B(R), respectively, E 2 I(R).Proof. Let D be a dualizing complex for R.(a) By de�nition, D 
LR C is in I(S), hence is in B(R) by (4.6.a), respectively, in I(R)by (4.6.b). Now C 2 A(R), respectively, C 2 F(R), from (3.2.g), respectively, (3.2.f).(b) follows directly from (4.6.a), respectively, from (4.6.b). �Proof of Theorem (6.1). (a') Assume that C is dualizing for '. The complex E = D
LR Cis in I(S) by (5.2.b), and in Df(S) by (1.2.1). On the other hand, C 2 A(R) by (6.2.a),hence C : C �! RHomR(D;E) is an isomorphism. Thus, the commutative diagramS �E����! RHomS(E;E)�C??y' '??yRHomS(C;C) '���������!RHomS(C;C) RHomS(C;RHomR(D;E)) ;in which the unnamed isomorphism is as in (1.4.1), implies that �E is an isomorphism, sothat E is dualizing for S.(b') Assume that E is dualizing for S, set C = RHomR(D;E), and note that C 2 Dfb(S)by (1.2.2) and (1.3.b). On the other hand, (6.2.b) yields E 2 B(S), hence �E : D
LRC �! Eis an isomorphism, and thus D 
LR C 2 I(S). Finally, the commutative diagramS �C����! RHomS(C;C)�E??y' '??yRHomR(E;E) '���������!RHomC(�E ;E) RHomS(D 
LR C;E)shows that �C is an isomorphism, hence C is dualizing for '.(a") Assume that E = D
LR C is a dualizing complex for S. By applying consecutively(6.2.b) and (3.2.g), we see that C belongs to A(R). It follows that C is isomorphic toRHomR(D;E), which is a dualizing complex for ' by the part of (b) established in (b').(b") If C = RHomR(D;E) is dualizing for ', then (6.2.a) and (3.2.j) yield E 2 B(R),hence D 
LR C ' E. By the established part of (a), E is dualizing for S.Finally, to get (a) in the form which involves normalizations, it su�ces to remark thatinf(D 
LR C) = inf D + inf C = depthR+ inf C. �(6.3) Lemma. If G-dim' < 1, the R{complex D is dualizing for R, the S{complex Eis dualizing for S, and the S{complex C is dualizing for ', then C � RHomR(D;E).Proof : It su�ces to prove the relations C ' RHomR(D;D 
LR C) � RHomR(D;E). The�rst one is due to the inclusion C 2 A(R), established in (6.2.a). The second one is inducedby the relation D 
LR C � E, which expresses the uniqueness (2.4) of dualizing complexesfor S, since D 
LR C is one by (6.1.a). �



L. L. AVRAMOV AND H.{B. FOXBY 19(6.4) Lemma. A complex C 2 D(S) is dualizing for ' if and only if the complex C
S bS 2D(bS) is dualizing for �' and/or for b'.Proof. By the faithful atness of bS over S, the isomorphism H(C
S bS) �= H(C)
S bS showsC 
S bS 2 Dfb(bS) if and only if C 2 Dfb(S). When this holds, �C
S bS is an isomorphismtogether with �C 
S bS due to the commutative squarebS �C
S bS�����! RHomS(C;C)
S bS '??ybS ����!�C
SbS RHombS(C 
S bS;C 
S bS) :By faithful atness, the latter morphism is an isomorphism together with �C . �(6.5) Lemma. If ' is �nite and G-dim' <1, then RHomR(S;R) is dualizing for '.Proof. By the preceding lemma, we may assume that R and S are complete, and thenchoose a dualizing complex D for R. Note the canonical isomorphismsRHomR(S;R) ' RHomR(S;RHomR(D;D)) ' RHomR(D;RHomR(S;D)) :As RHomR(S;D) is a dualizing complex for S by (2.12), conclude by (6.1.b). �(6.6) Lemma. If  : Q �! R is a local homomorphism which is Gorenstein at m, andG-dim' <1, then C 2 Dfb(S) is dualizing for ' if and only if it is dualizing for ' .Proof. As above, we may assume thatQ has a dualizing complex, B. By (2.11) the complexD = B 
LQ R is dualizing for R. Using (3.7.b) and (4.3), we see that G-dim' is �nite.In view of the isomorphism D 
LR C ' B 
LQ C, the assertion follows from (6.1.a). �Combining the last two lemmas, we get:(6.7) Lemma. If R �! R0 �! S is a Gorenstein factorization of ' and G-dim' < 1,then RHomR0(S;R0) is a dualizing complex for '. �The proofs of the results of Section 5 follow a logical { not numerical { order.Proof of Theorem (5.3): apply (6.1.b) and (6.7). �Proof of Theorem (5.7). By (6.4) the complex C 
S bS is dualizing for b'.The commutative triangleRHomS(RHomS(N;C); C)
S bS�NC
S bS % &'N 
S bS ����������!�(N
SbS) (C
SbS) RHombS(RHombS(N 
S bS;C 
S bS); C 
S bS)



20 RING HOMOMORPHISMS AND FINITE GORENSTEIN DIMENSIONand faithful atness show that we may assume R and S are complete.So letD and E be dualizing complexes forR and S, respectively. By (6.3) we may furtherassume that C = RHomR(D;E). Set K = D 
LR S and L = D 
LR N . The canonicalisomorphisms RHomR(D;L) '�! RHomS(K;L), RHomS(L;E) '�! RHomS(N;C), andC '�! RHomS(K;E) induce a commutative diagramN �NC����! RHomS(RHomS(N;C); C)N??y' '??yRHomR(D;L) RHomS(RHomS(L;E); C)??y' '??yRHomS(K;L) RHomS(RHomS(L;E);RHomS(K;E))RHomS(K;�LE)??y' '??yRHomS(K;RHomS(RHomS(L;E); E)) '����! RHomS(K 
LS RHomS(L;E); E) :Thus, �NC is an isomorphism.The last assertion of the theorem follows from (3.7.a). �Proof of Theorem (5.4). Since C 0 
S bS and C 
S bS are both dualizing for b' : bR �! bS, weget C 0 
S bS � C 
S bS by (6.3). It follows thatRHomS(C 0; C)
S bS ' RHombS(C 0 
S bS;C 
S bS) � RHombS(C 
S bS;C 
S bS) ' bS :Faithful atness shows that H(RHomS(C 0; C)) is concentrated in a single degree, where itis isomorphic to S. Thus, RHomS(C 0; C) � S. It remains to note that in the sequenceC 0 �C0C���! RHomS(RHomS(C 0; C); C) � RHomS(S;C) ' C :the morphism �C0C is an isomorphism by (5.7). �Proof of Theorem (5.8.1). We have G-dim'q < 1 by (4.5.1). Let R �! R0 �! S bea regular factorization of ' as in the proof of that proposition. By (6.7) the complexRHomR0(S;R0) is dualizing for ', hence C � RHomR0(S;R0) by (5.4). The last relationlocalizes to Cq � RHomR0p0 (Sq; R0p0), where p0 = q\R0. Since Rp �! R0p0 �! Sq is a regularfactorization of 'q, by (6.7) again we conclude that Cq is dualizing for 'q. �Proof of Theorem (5.13). By (4.4.2) and (4.7), all three homomorphisms  , ', and ' have �nite G-dimension. We may assume that Q has a dualizing complex B. By (6.2.a)we have C 2 F(R), hence A
LR C 2 Dfb(S) by (1.2.1) and (1.3.a). On the other hand, by(6.1.a) B 
LQ A is dualizing for R. The isomorphism (B 
LQ A) 
LR C ' B 
LQ (A 
LR C)and another application of (6.1.a) show that A
LR C is dualizing for ' . �



L. L. AVRAMOV AND H.{B. FOXBY 21Proof of Theorem (5.11). We may assume all rings are complete, and choose dualizingcomplexes B for Q and D for R.(i) =) (ii). The complex D
LR S is dualizing for S by (2.11). Furthermore, as fd' is�nite, we have S ' RHomR(D;D
LR S) by (3.2), hence S is a dualizing complex for ' by(6.1.b). Now (5.13), shows that A
LR S is dualizing for ' .(ii) =) (i). By (6.1.a) the complex B 
LQ (A 
LR S) is dualizing for S. Since it isisomorphic to (B
LQ A)
LR S, we see from (2.11) that ' is Gorenstein at n and B
LQ A isdualizing for R. Applying once more (6.1.a), we conclude that A is dualizing for  . �Proof of Theorem (5.8.2) and Theorem (5.9). Fix q 2 SpecS, set p = q\R, and note thatthe induced homomorphism 'q : Rp �! Sq has �nite G-dimension by (4.5.2).In the special case when R has a dualizing complex D, the S{complex E = D 
LR Cis dualizing for S by (6.1.a), and C � RHomR(D;E) by (6.3). It follows that Cq �RHomRp(Dp; Eq). By (2.8), Dp and Eq are dualizing for Rp and Sq, respectively. AsG-dim'q <1, we conclude by (6.1.b) that Cq is dualizing for 'q.In general, we remark that C
S bS is a dualizing complex for b' by (6.4), choose a primeideal q� 2 Spec bS lying over q, and set p� = q� \ bR. By the special case, the complex(C 
S bS)q� is dualizing for b'q� : bRp� �! bSq� . At this point, we have a commutative squareRp 'q����! Sq�??y ??y�bRp� ����!b'q� bSq�of local homomorphisms, in which � is at, � is at with Gorenstein closed �ber, G-dim'qis �nite (observed above), and G-dim b'q� is �nite (from (4.4.3) and (4.5.2)).The bSq�{complex (C 
S bS)q� is dualizing for b'q�� by (6.6). As it is isomorphic toCp 
Sq bSq� , and b'q�� = �'q, we see that the last complex is dualizing for �'q. Since� is at, (5.11) applies and shows that Cq is dualizing for 'q, and the ring bSq�=qbSq� isGorenstein. It is a localization of the formal �ber k(q) 
S bS. In choosing q� we had thefreedom to pick it as the contraction of any prime ideal of k(q)
S bS, so we conclude thatthis formal �ber is Gorenstein. �Proof of Theorem (5.6). We may assume that ' = b', and choose a normalized dualizingcomplex D for R. By (6.1.a) the complex E = D 
LR C is normalized dualizing for S.By (1.5.3.a) we have PSE(t) = PRD(t) PSC(t) , and (2.6) translates the preceding equalityinto IS(t) = IR(t) PSC(t) , as desired. Furthermore, as C 2 A(R) by (6.2.a), we haveC ' RHomR(D;E). Thus, (1.5.3.b) and (2.6) yield ICS (t) = PRD(t) IES (t) = IR(t) . �Proof of Theorem (5.5). We may assume that S and R are complete, and let D be adualizing complex for R.We start with a Gorenstein factorization R �! R0 �! S of '. By (6.7), the complexRHomR0(S;R0) is dualizing for '. By the uniqueness (5.4) of such complexes, we mayassume C = RHomR0(S;R0). Note that inf C = depthS � depthR0 by (4.1.3) and (4.1.2).



22 RING HOMOMORPHISMS AND FINITE GORENSTEIN DIMENSIONAs supC = � gradeR0 S by the homological characterization of grade, we getampC = depthR0 � depthS � gradeR0 S :On the other hand, since R �! R0 is at with Gorenstein closed �ber, we have dimR0 �dimR+ depthR = depthR0, hencecmd' = (dimR0 � dimR� codimR0 bS)� (depthS � depthR)= depthR0 � depthS � codimR0 bS :Thus, we obtain ampC � cmd' = codimR0 S � gradeR0 S � 0, as desired.If R is Cohen{Macaulay, then so is the ring R0, hence codimR0 S = gradeR0 S, soampC = cmd'. By (6.1.a) the complex D 
LR C is dualizing for S, hence ampC =amp(D 
LR C) = cmdS by (3.3) and (2.5).From now on we assume that R �! R0 �! S is a Cohen factorization, cf. (4.2.2). Iffd' is �nite, then by (4.2.3) the projective dimension of the R0{module S is �nite, hencecodimR0 S = gradeR0 S by [6; (2.5)], and so ampC = cmd'.As noted above, i = inf C is equal to depthS�depthR0, so that Hi(C) = Ext�iR0 (S;R0).By de�nition, type' is equal to the minimal number of generators of the last S{module,hence �S Hi(C) = type'. On the other hand, the equality �S Hi(C) = typeS= typeRfollows immediately from the expression for PSC(t) obtained in (5.6). �Proof of Theorem (5.10). We assume that the rings are complete, cf. (6.4), and choosedualizing complexes D and E for R and S. As RHomR(k;D) � k by (2.6), we havek 
LR RHomR(D;E) ' RHomR(RHomR(k;D); E)� RHomR(k;E)' RHomS(k 
R S;E) ;where the �rst isomorphism is due to (1.4.3), which applies because E is in I(R) by(4.6.b). As k
LRRHomR(D;E) � k
LRC by (6.3), and the complex RHomS(k
RS;E) isdualizing for k
RS by (2.12). If furthermore C is normalized, then inf(k
LRC) = inf C =depthS � depthR = depth k 
R S, hence k 
LR C is normalized as well. �Proof of Theorem (5.12). Again, we may assume all rings complete, and take dualizingcomplexes B and D for Q and R, respectively. Consider now the canonical isomorphismsRHomR(S;RHomQ(B;D)) ' RHomR(S 
LQ B;D) ' RHomQ(B;RHomR(S;D)) ;where the �rst one is given by (1.4.1). As RHomR(S;D) is a dualizing complex for S by(2.12), and G-dim' is �nite by assumption, we see that the isomorphic complexes aboveare dualizing for ' . It remains to note that A � RHomQ(B;D) by (6.3). �



L. L. AVRAMOV AND H.{B. FOXBY 237. Bass numbers of local homomorphismsIn this section ' : (R;m; k) �! (S; n; `) denotes a local homomorphism.If G-dim' is �nite, then so is G-dim b' by (4.4.3), and the latter homomorphism has anormalized dualizing complex C 0 by (5.3). Its i'th Betti number � bSi (C 0) is de�ned in (1.5).De�nition. The number �i' = � bSi (C 0) is called the i'th Bass number of '; the formalLaurent series I'(t) =P�i'ti is called the Bass series of '.Clearly, �i' = �i�' = �ib'.(7.1) Theorem. When G-dim' is �nite there is an equality of formal Laurent seriesIS(t) = IR(t) I'(t) :In particular, �i+depthRR � �i+depth SS for each i 2 Z.Proof. The equality comes from (5.6). The inequalities follow, since for d = depthS �depthR we have �i' = 0 when i < d, �d' 6= 0, and �i' � 0 when i > d. �Now we compare the present Bass invariants with those introduced in [9].(7.2) Homotopy �ber. The homotopy �ber F (') of ' is k
LR S, equipped with its naturalstructure of di�erential graded algebra (which is unique up to isomorphism in the subcate-gory of D(R) generated by DG R{algebras and their morphisms). The \Bass series" of 'is de�ned in [9; p. 512] to be the \series" IF (')(t) =Pi2Zrank` ExtiF (')(`; F ('))ti, wherequotation marks indicate that the ranks involved need not be �nite.Assume that fd' <1. It follows from [9; (5.1)] that then IF (')(t) is actually a formalLaurent series, and satis�es IS(t) = IR(t) IF (')(t) . As in this case G-dim' <1 by (4.4.2),comparison of this equation with that of the theorem yields IF (')(t) = I'(t) .The following example shows that (7.1) extends part of [9; (5.1)] in an essential way.(7.3) Example. Let (Q; q) be a Gorenstein local ring, let x and y be Q{regular sequencessuch that 0 6= (x) � q(y), and let ' be the canonical map R = Q=(x) �! Q=(y) = S. AsG-dim' < 1 by (4.4.1), we have IS(t) = IR(t) I'(t) by (7.1). On the other hand, it isshown in [9; (5.5), (5.7)] that IF (')(t) is a formal Laurent series, but IS(t) 6= IR(t) IF (')(t) .Next we show that the Bass series of homomorphisms exhibits the same rigidity as thatof local rings. When fd' is �nite, it is proved in [4; (4.4)] that conditions (i) and (ii) beloware equivalent, and the question is raised in [4; (3.11)] of their equivalence with (iii). Shida[20] has obtained an a�rmative answer when R is Cohen{Macaulay, or when cmd' � 1.We get a positive answer in the wider framework of �nite G-dimension.(7.4) Theorem. If G-dim' is �nite, then the following conditions are equivalent.(i) I'(t) = tdepthS�depthR .(ii) I'(t) is a Laurent polynomial.(iii) �i' = 0 for some i > depthS � depthR.



24 RING HOMOMORPHISMS AND FINITE GORENSTEIN DIMENSIONProof. We may assume ' has a a normalized dualizing complex C, and set d = inf C.(iii) =) (ii). Let i > d be such that �i' = 0. By [17; (II.2.4.1)] or [15; (11.30)],C 2 Df+(S) is isomorphic to a complex F of �nite free S{modules with Fn = 0 for n < d,and @(Fn) � nFn�1 for each n 2 Z. We then have rankk Fn = �Sn (F ) = �Sn (C) = �n', andhence Fi = 0. Thus, C ' F 0 � F 00, where F 0 = F<i 6= 0 and F 00 = F>i. Consequently:S �= ExtS(C;C) �= ExtS(F 0; F 0)� ExtS(F 0; F 00)� ExtS(F 00; F 0)� ExtS(F 00; F 00) :The S{module S is indecomposable and ExtS(F 0; F 0) 6= 0, hence ExtS(F 00; F 00) = 0. Thismeans that F 00 = 0 or, in other words, that �n' = 0 for n > i.(ii) =) (i). Our assumption means that C is in P(S), hence by (1.4.2) we haveS ' RHomS(C;C) ' C� 
LS C ;where C� = RHomS(C; S). The latter complex is in Dfb(S) by (1.3.c) and (1.2.2), hence(1.5.3.a) gives 1 = PSS(t) = PSC�(t) PSC(t) . This implies PSC(t) = tm for some m 2 Z. Asthe order of PSC(t) is equal to d = depthS � depthR, it follows that m = d. �De�nition. A local homomorphism ' which has �nite G-dimension and satis�es the equiv-alent conditions of (7.4) is said to be quasi-Gorenstein at n.As an immediate consequence of (7.1) and (7.4) we have(7.5) Theorem. The following condition are equivalent when ' has �nite G-dimension.(i) ' is quasi-Gorenstein at n.(ii) �i+depthRR = �i+depthSS for each i 2 Z.(iii) �i+depthRR = �i+depthSS for some i > 0. �Condition (iii) cannot be weakened any further: equality in (ii) holds trivially for i < 0,and the next example shows that equality for i = 0 needs not imply equalities for i > 0.(7.6) Example. The composition R �! R0 = R[[X;Y ]] �! R[[X;Y ]]=X(X;Y ) = S is aat local homomorphism with non-Gorenstein closed �ber F = k[[X;Y ]]=X(X;Y ), hence�iF > 0 for i � 0. Since �0F = 1, and IS(t) = IR(t) IF (t) by (7.1) and (5.10), we see that�depthRR = �depth SS and �i+depthRR < �i+depth SS for each i > 0. More precisely, we haveIS(t) = IR(t) � t�2 1 + t� t21� t� t2either by expressing IF (t) from [23; Satz 8], or by noting that ' : R0 �! S is Golod by [18;Theorem 3] and of �nite at dimension, and applying [9; (5.7.b)].In view of (4.4.2) and (4.4.1), the following remarks result by comparison of de�nitions.(7.7.1) ' is Gorenstein at n if and only if it is quasi-Gorenstein at n and fd' is �nite.(7.7.2) The following conditions are equivalent:(i) R and S are Gorenstein.(ii) R is Gorenstein and ' is quasi-Gorenstein at n.(iii) S is Gorenstein and G-dim' is �nite.



L. L. AVRAMOV AND H.{B. FOXBY 25(7.7.3) ' is quasi-Gorenstein at n if and only if �' and/or b' is quasi-Gorenstein at nbS.Next we describe the homomorphisms which properly base change dualizing complexs.(7.8) Theorem. The following conditions are equivalent.(i) ' is quasi-Gorenstein at n.(ii) S is a dualizing complex for ', and ' has �nite G-dimension.(iii) D0 
LbR bS is a dualizing complex for bS if D0 is one for bR.If R has a dualizing complex D, they are also equivalent to(iii') D 
LR S is a dualizing complex for S.Proof. (iii) () (iii') by (2.2) and (5.2.a).By (7.7.3), (5.2.a) and (4.4.3), conditions (i) and (ii) are invariant under passage from' to b', so for the rest of the proof we may assume that R has a dualizing complex D, and' has a normalized dualizing complex C. Now (ii) =) (iii') by (6.1.a).(iii') =) (ii). As D
LR S is a dualizing complex for S, it has bounded homology alongwith S and, and produces a commutative diagramS �D
LRS�����!' RHomS(D 
LR S;D 
LR S) 'x??S ����!S RHomR(D;D 
LR S)which shows that S is an isomorphism. This implies S 2 A(R), thus G-dim' is �nite by(4.3). Now (6.1.b) applies and shows that RHomR(D;D
LR S) is a dualizing complex for'. Using once more the isomorphism S, we see that S has the same property.(i) amounts by (7.1) to ICS (t) = 1, which by (1.5.1) means C � S, which is (ii). �(7.9) Corollary. Assume that ' is quasi-Gorenstein at n and that R has a dualizingcomplex. An S{complex M is in A(S), respectively, B(S), if and only if it is in A(R),respectively, B(R).Proof. By (7.8) the complex E = D
LRS is dualizing for S, hence the functors D
LR� andE 
LS �, respectively, RHomR(D;�) and RHomS(E;�), are naturally equivalent. �(7.10) Corollary. When a local homomorphism  : Q �! R is quasi-Gorenstein at m, thenG-dim' <1 if and only if G-dim' <1.Proof. By (7.7.3) and (4.4.3) we may assume all rings are complete, so by (4.3) we haveto prove that R 2 A(Q) is equivalent to S 2 A(R). This follows from (7.9). �We now recall the useful result [2; (4.32)] of Auslander and Bridger: if S = R=(x)for an R{regular x, and N is a �nite S{module with G-dimS N < 1, then G-dimRN =G-dimS N + 1 <1. Since the map R �! R=(x) is Gorenstein, and thus quasi-Gorensteinby (7.7.1), the next theorem provides a broad generalization, as well as a converse. Thatit holds is a remarkable property of G-dimension with (almost) no counterpart for thefamiliar projective dimension: if x 2 mAnnRN , then pdS N =1, cf. [18; x3].



26 RING HOMOMORPHISMS AND FINITE GORENSTEIN DIMENSION(7.11) Theorem. Let ' : (R;m) �! (S; n) be a �nite local homomorphism, which is quasi-Gorenstein at n. If N is a �nite S{module, thenG-dimRN = G-dimR S +G-dimS N :In particular, G-dimRN <1 if and only if G-dimS N <1.Proof. By the Auslander{Bridger equality (4.1.2), it su�ces to prove the last assertion.By (4.1.4) and (4.2.3) we may assume that both R and S are complete. From (4.1.7) wesee that the �niteness of G-dimRN is equivalent to the inclusion N 2 A(R), and that ofG-dimS N { to the inclusion N 2 A(S). As ' is quasi-Gorenstein, (7.9) shows that theseinclusions hold simultaneously. �8. Quasi-Gorenstein homomorphismsIn this section ' : R �! S denotes a homomorphism of noetherian rings.De�nition. The homomorphism ' is quasi-Gorenstein at a prime q of S if the inducedlocal homomorphism 'q : Rq\R �! Sq is quasi-Gorenstein at qSq; it is quasi-Gorenstein ifit has this property at all q 2 SpecS.We list a series of properties of quasi-Gorenstein homomorphisms, with indications ofthe results from which they are obtained by localization.(8.1) Gorenstein homomorphisms. ' is Gorenstein (called \locally Gorenstein" in [4])if and only if it is quasi-Gorenstein and locally of �nite at dimension. Cf. (7.7.1).(8.2) Ascent and Descent. When R is Gorenstein, ' is quasi-Gorenstein if and onlyif S is Gorenstein. If S is Gorenstein and ' is locally of �nite G-dimension, then ' isquasi-Gorenstein and R is Gorenstein at the prime ideals contracted from S. Cf. (7.7.2).(8.3) Flat homomorphisms. A at homomorphism ' is quasi-Gorenstein if and only ifall the non-trivial �bers of ' are Gorenstein. Cf. (5.10) and (2.1).(8.4) Essentially �nite type. If ' is essentially of �nite type and is quasi-Gorensteinat all maximal ideals of S, then it is quasi-Gorenstein. Cf. (4.5.1) and (5.8.1).(8.5) Gorenstein formal �bers. If the formal �bers of R are Gorenstein and ' is quasi-Gorenstein at all maximal ideals of S, then ' is quasi-Gorenstein and all formal �bers ofS are Gorenstein. Cf. (4.5.2), (5.8.2), and (5.9).The proofs of the next two theorems follow those of [6; (6.10), (6.11)], and are omitted.(8.6) Flat base change. Let ' be essentially of �nite type, and let � : R ! T be a athomomorphism. If ' is quasi-Gorenstein, then so is the induced homomorphism ' 
RT : T ! S 
R T ; when � is faithfully at the converse holds as well. �(8.7) Completion. Let a � R and b � S be ideals such that '(a) � b 6= S, and let'� : R� �! S� be the induced homomorphism of the corresponding ideal-adic completions.If R has Gorenstein formal �bers and ' is quasi-Gorenstein, then so is '�. �The �nal results, involving a second homomorphism  : Q �! R, have no analog for rings.



L. L. AVRAMOV AND H.{B. FOXBY 27(8.8) Flat descent. If ' is faithfully at and ' is quasi-Gorenstein, then  is quasi-Gorenstein and ' is Gorenstein.(8.9) Composition. If  and ' are quasi-Gorenstein, then so is ' .(8.10) Decomposition. Assume that ' is quasi-Gorenstein.(a) If  is quasi-Gorenstein, then so is '.(b) If  an ' are locally of �nite G-dimension, then ' is quasi-Gorenstein, and  isquasi-Gorenstein at the prime ideals of R contracted from S.Proof of Theorems (8.8) through (8.10). We may assume that  , ', and hence ' , arelocal. All three homomorphisms have �nite G-dimension: this is the hypothesis in (8.10.b),follows from (4.7) in (8.8), and from (7.10) in the remaining two cases. From (7.1) we obtainthe double inequalities�i+depthQQ � �i+depthRR � �i+depthSS for i 2 Z ;which become equalities if and only if �i+depthQQ = �i+depthSS . The assertions follow. �Precisely as the concept introduced in this section extends that of Gorenstein homo-morphism [4], one can generalize the Cohen{Macaulay homomorphisms of [6] as follows:(8.11) Quasi-Cohen{Macaulay homomorphisms. A local homomorphism ' : R �! (S; n)is quasi-Cohen{Macaulay at n if G-dim' < 1, and a dualizing complex C 0 for b' hasampC 0 = 0. It is easily seen that ' is quasi-Gorenstein at n if and only it is quasi-Cohen{Macaulay at n and has type 1.Several properties of quasi-Gorenstein homomorphisms hold in the more general con-text of quasi-Cohen{Macaulay homomorphisms. However, if S is Cohen{Macaulay andG-dim' <1, then ' is quasi-Cohen{Macaulay, but we do not know whether R is Cohen{Macaulay. This incomplete descent result is one reason not to pursue the venue. Anotheris that { at this time { we do not know whether the larger class is closed under composition,partly due to the unknown transitivity of the �niteness of G-dimension, cf. (4.8).References1. M. Auslander, Anneaux de Gorenstein et torsion en alg�ebre commutative, Expos�es r�edig�es par M.Mangeney, C. Peskine et L. Szpiro, S�eminaire d'alg�ebre commutative dirig�e par P. Samuel, Secr�etariatmath., Paris, 1967.2. and M. Bridger, Stable module theory, Mem. Amer. Math. Soc., vol. 94, Amer. Math. Soc.,Providence, R.I., 1969.3. L. L. Avramov and H.{B. Foxby, Homological dimensions of unbounded complexes, J. Pure Appl.Algebra 71 (1991), 129{155.4. and , Locally Gorenstein homomorphisms, Amer. J. Math. 114 (1992), 1007{1047.5. and , Grothendieck's localization problem, Syzygies, multiplicities, and birational alge-bra (W. J. Heinzer, C. L. Huneke, and J. D. Sally, eds.), Contemp. Math., vol. 159, Amer. Math. Soc.,Providence, R. I., 1994, pp. 1{13.6. and , Cohen{Macaulay properties of ring homomorphisms, Adv. in Math. 133 (1998),54{92.
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